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AGENDA ITEM 76 

Budget estimates for the financial year 1972 (continued) 
(for the documentation, see the 1486th meeting) 

Draft report of the Fifth Committee to the General 
Assembly (part//) (A/C.5/XXVI/CRP.53) 

1. Mr. RAMBISSOON (Trinidad and Tobago), Rap
porteur, observed that certain statistics relating to the first 
reading of the budget estimates had been omitted from part 
11 (A/C.S/SSVI/CRP.53) of the draft report because of 
technical difficulties. 

2. Mr. SILVEIRA DA MOTA (Brazil), supported by 
Mr. MARRON (Spain), said that paragraph 19 of the draft 
report failed to reflect the view of some delegations that 
the United Nations bond issue should be fmanced according 
to a different scale than was applied to the budget as a 
whole. 

3. Mr. RAMBISSOON (Trinidad and Tobago), Rap
porteur, said that a reference to that view would be 
incorporated at an appropriate place in the report. 

4. Mr. MSELLE (United Republic of Tanzania) suggested 
that operative paragraph 5 of draft resolution Ill, which 
appeared after paragraph ISO in the draft report, should be 
expanded slightly so as to make clear what the functions of 
the ad hoc committee mentioned therein would be. 

5. The CHAIRMAN recalled that there had been no 
discussion concerning the ad hoc committee and that the 
Fifth Committee had merely endorsed the recommendation 
of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Bud
getary Questions on the matter. The existing foot-note 
referring to the relevant report of that Committee would be 
sufficient. 

6. Mr. REFSHAL (Norway) suggested that there should be 
a brief recess in order to allow time for members to 
consider the draft report. 

It was so decided. 

The meeting was suspended at 11.15 a. m. and resumed at 
11.45 a.m. 

7. Mr. PALAMARCHUK (Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics) proposed a number of amendments to the draft 
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report. In paragraph 11, the words "One delegation" should 
be replaced by "Some delegations". In paragraph 13, the 
words "many delegations" should be replaced by "several 
delegations". In paragraph 27, the words "with the inten
tion of allaying the apprehension" should be replaced by 
"after taking note of the concern". The first sentence of 
paragraph 31 should be amended to read: "At the 1458th 
meeting, the delegations of the Soviet Union and the 
United States did not press for a vote on their proposals in 
view of the appeals addressed to them by some delegations 
in the course of the discussion." 

8. Mr. STOTTLEMYER (United States of America) said 
that his delegation could agree to the Soviet amendment to 
paragraph 31. 

9. Mr. RAMBISSOON (Trinidad and Tobago), Rap
porteur, said that he had no objections to the Soviet 
amendments to paragraphs 13, 27 and 31. However, 
according to the summary records, only one delegation had 
made the statement recorded in paragraph 11. 

10. Mr. SILVEIRA DA MOTA (Brazil) said that the report 
should reflect the facts. If the Rapporteur was right in his 
interpretation of the summary records, the text of para
graph 11 should be retained as it stood. 

11. Mr. KALINOWSKI (Poland) proposed that, in order to 
reflect the facts more accurately, paragraph 11 should be 
amended to read: "Some delegations called for a regime of 
strict economy within the Organization. One delegation 
pointed outthat ... ". 

12. Mr. PALAMARCHUK (Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics) and Mr. RAMBISSOON (Trinidad and Tobago), 
Rapporteur, said that the Polish representative's proposal 
was acceptable to them. 

13. Mr. GUPT A (India) said that, in the section of the 
report dealing with the general debate on the budget 
estimates for 1972, there was a distinct imbalance in the 
presentation of views concerning the solution of the 
Organization's financial crisis and the budgetary policies to 
be followed. He strongly urged that a reference to the 
document on the financial situation and on budgetary 
policy submitted by the Group of 77 (A/C.S/XXVI/ 
CRP.25) should be included at an appropriate point in the 
report. That document represented the official policy of 
the Group and had been submitted to the Secretary
General. 

14. Much was said in the draft report about Mr. Hambro's 
initiative in trying to find a long-term solution to the 
Organization's financial crisis; however, he had subse-
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quently reported to the Secretary-General that his initiative 
had in effect failed. The draft report should be brought up 
to date in order to reflect that fact. 

15. It would also be appropriate to include in the report a 
reference to the statement made by the Controller at the 
1487th meeting. He might mention that, while there were 
many elements in the Controller's statement with which his 
delegation agreed, there were also several points with which 
it did not agree. 

16. Mr. JEREMIC (Yugoslavia) associated himself with the 
remarks made by the representative of India. 

17. Mr. NAUDY (France) suggested that paragraph 87 of 
the draft report should be amended to include some 
reference to the procedural vote taken in connexion with 
draft resolution A/C.5/L.1063. 

18. Mr. MERIGO AZA (Mexico) said that he shared the 
deep concern of the representatives of India and Yugoslavia 
over any restrictive measures relating to United Nations 
development programmes. 

19. Mr. RAMBISSOON (Trinidad and Tobago), Rap
porteur, said that he appreciated the important point made 
by the representative of India and agreed that it should be 
reflected in the section of the draft report on the financial 
situation of the Organization. With regard to the French 
representative's suggestion, he would consult the summary 
records and revise the paragraph accordingly. 

20. The CHAIRMAN said that, if there was no objection, 
he would take it that the Committee approved part Il of 
the draft report (A/C.5/XXVI/CRP.53), as amended. 

It was so decided. 

Revised estimates under sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 15, 16, 18 and 19 and income sections 1 and 3 
(concluded) (A/8408/Add.29, A/C.5/1417 and Corr.1) 

21. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote on 
the recommendation made by the Advisory Committee in 
paragraph 9 of its report (A/8408/ Add.29), for an addi
tional appropriation of $4.4 million and an estimated 
increase in income of $232,000. 

The recommendation was adopted by 79 votes to none. 

Statement by the Assistant Secretary-General for 
General Services concerning the catering facilities 

22. Mr. VAUGHAN (Assistant Secretary-General for 
General Services) recalled that at the Committee's 143lst 
meeting the representative of India had stated that the 
catering services left much to be desired and had requested 
a full oral report on the operation of the catering facilities. 

23. There was a great deal about the catering operation 
which indeed left much to be desired. The basic facilities 
had been designed more than 20 years earlier to serve some 
70 delegations and a staff about one half the size of the 
current one. The facilities were completely inadequate 
for the demands being made upon them. Because of the 

need to improvise additional facilities in order to meet the 
requirements of the staff and others, the Administration 
had had to establish operations in widely dispersed areas of 
the building. However, all food must be prepared in, and all 
operations serviced out of, one central kitchen. Under the 
circumstances it was surprising that the facilities worked as 
well as they did. 

24. The catering operation was directed under a policy 
established by the General Assembly which stated that the 
price structure should be so designed and adjusted that the 
operation taken as a whole would neither make a profit nor 
sustain a loss. In practice that had meant that losses 
sustained in the Delegates' Dining Room and the Cafeteria 
in recent years had largely been offset by profits from such 
operations as the news-stand and the sale of liquor in the 
bars. 

25. The catering services were operated under contract by 
a subsidiary of the Knott Hotels Corporation, which 
employed the catering staff. Direct expenses and capital 
equipment costs were paid from revenue. Any profit 
accrued to the United Nations and, conversely, any loss was 
covered by it. The contractor received an annual fee which 
ranged from $15,000 to $20,000; thus it was clear that the 
contractor treated the United Nations as a special or 
prestige account and not as a source of major revenue. The 
contractor's operations were controlled by the Office of 
General Services with a view to providing the staff and 
delegations with a service geared to their particular require
ments. Since, however, the contractor had no control over 
basic catering policy, he could not be expected to assume 
the risk of making a profit or taking a loss. A good 
illustration of the problem was the situation created when 
deliberative organs announced meetings on a holiday or a 
Saturday and appropriate catering facilities had to be 
provided; when, as happened all too often, the organ 
concerned cancelled the meeting at the last minute, the 
catering service incurred food losses as well as unproductive 
labour costs. 

26. In recent years, rising food and labour costs and a 
decrease in the number of public visitors taking their meals 
in the Dining Room had necessitated higher prices and, in 
the Dining Room, a slight reduction in the discount for 
delegations. In order to avoid or at least postpone price 
increases, especially in the staff catering areas, efforts had 
been made to reduce labour costs, particularly through the 
introduction of self-service techniques and a shortening of 
the hours of operation of some activities. At the same time, 
in the Cafeteria, service had been speeded up, noise levels 
reduced and the general atmosphere of the room improved. 

27. Criticism of dining facilities must always be expected, 
and so long as it was constructive it was welcomed and 
given full consideration. Critics should bear in mind, 
however, that the facilities were stretched to the limit and 
that the Secretariat was doing all it could within the 
possibilities open to it. 

28. Mr. GUPT A (India) said that in requesting a report on 
the subject he had not wished to criticize the catering 
operation or the Secretariat but simply to receive informa
tion further to the discussion at the preceding session on 
catering services for the United Nations Correspondents' 
Association (UNCA). 
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29. Mr. DE BELDER (Belgium) expressed the hope that 
the Secretariat would continue to implement the agreement 
reached in 1970 on relations between the Secretariat and 
UNCA. 

30. Mr. REFSHAL (Norway) associated himself with the 
Belgian representative's remarks. 

31. Mr. GUPTA (India) also associated himself with those 
remarks and reserved his right to revert to the matter after 
consulting representatives ofUNCA. 

AGENDA ITEM 84 

Personnel questions (concluded):* 
(b) Other personnel questions (concluded)* 

Draft report of the Fifth Committee to the General 
Assembly** (part 1/) (A/C.5/XXVI/CRP.57) 

32. Mr. RAMBISSOON (Trinidad and Tobago), Rap
porteur, introduced part 11 (A/C.5/XXVI/CRP.57) of the 
draft report of the Fifth Committee to the General 
Assembly. 

33. Mr. MORRIS (Liberia), supported by Mr. FAKIH 
(Kenya), proposed tha,t the debate on the question of the 
staff college (see 1480th meeting) referred to in paragraph 
1 5 of the draft report should be reopened. 

34. After a procedural discussion in which Mr. BENNET 
(New Zealand), Mr. MERIGO AZA (Mexico), 
Mr. REFSHAL (Norway), Mr. MOLTOTAL (Ethiopia) and 
Mr. BROWN (Australia) participated, the CHAIRMAN put 
the Liberian proposal to the vote. 

At the request of the representative of Ethiopia, a 
recorded vote was taken. 

In favour: Algeria, Argentina, Cyprus, Equatorial Guinea, 
France, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, India, Ivory 
Coast, Kenya, Khmer Republic, Lebanon, Liberia, Libyan 
Arab Republic, Malawi, Morocco, People's Democratic 
Republic of Yemen, Philippines, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, 
Sudan, Swaziland, Syrian Arab Republic, Togo, Tunisia, 
Turkey, Uganda, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zaire, Zambia. 

Against: Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Byelorussian Soviet 
Socialist Republic, Canada, Ceylon, Chile, Cuba, Czecho
slovakia, Dahomey, Denmark, Finland, Hungary, Iceland, 
Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Mongolia, Netherlands, 
New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Poland, Portugal, 
Romania, South Africa, Spain, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist 
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United 
Republic of Tanzania, United States of America. 

Abstaining: Afghanistan, Burma, Colombia, Ecuador, 
Egypt, Greece, Italy, Jamaica, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, 
Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay. 

The result of the vote was 34 in favour and 34 against, 
with 13 abstentions. The proposal was not adopted, having 
failed to obtain the required two-thirds majority. 

* Resumed from the 1485th meeting. 
**See the 1480th meeting. 

35. Mr. MOLTOTAL (Ethiopia) noted that his delega
tion's. affirmative vote had not been recorded by the voting 
machine. The addition of that vote made it clear that the 
est~blishment of a staff college was accepted in principle. If 
action was not taken at the current session he felt certain 
that it would be at the following one. ' 

36. The CHAIRMAN said that, if there was no objection, 
he would take it that the Committee approved part II 
(A/C.5/XXVI/CRP.S7) of the draft report. 

It was so decided. 

FINANCIAL SITUATION OF THE ORGANIZATION 
·(concluded)*** 

37. Mr. MAJOLI (Italy) said that the ad hoc working 
group to be set up with the mandate described in the note 
by the President of the General Assembly (A/8635) would 
deal with the financial situation of the Organization. That 
situation had been very clearly described by the Controller 
in the statement at the 1487th meeting (A/C.S/XXVI/ 
CRP.S6). In the view of his delegation, it was necessary to 
adopt a policy of economies and to obtain extra income. 
Yet the idea of restrictive measures was not very popular in 
the Committee, the letter from the representative of 
Norway to the Secretary-General (A/8497) revealed that 
there was little likelihood of substantial voluntary contri
butions, and the Controller had informed the Committee 
that the arrears of assessed contributions were increasing. 

38. He recalled the list of voluntary contributions made to 
date, which appeared on page 49 of document A/8407, and 
noted that France should be added to the list because of 
the voluntary contribution announced at the beginning of 
the session in document A/C.5/1384. He hoped that other 
States would give further voluntary contributions, at least 
to bridge the gap until a permanent solution was found; the 
ad hoc working group would attempt to supply a formula 
whereby at its next session the General Assembly could 
solve the problem once and for all. 

39. Mr. BENNET (New Zealand) recalled that he had 
requested a statement of arrears of contributions as a 
second annex to document A/C.5/XXVI/CRP.56. 

40. Mr. TURNER (Controller) explained that the annex 
had not been included so as to avoid any delay in producing 
document A/C.5/XXVI/CRP.56. If the Committee wanted 
such an annex it would be provided.l He must, however, be 
fully informed as to what exactly was requested-a state
ment of arrears, or a statement on the current status of 
contributions to the regular budget for 1971 and previous 
years. 

41. Mr. GUPTA (India) inquired what the contents of the 
proposed annex would be, whether the information to be 
included in it was or would be available in other docu
ments, and what the financial implications of producing the 
annex were. 

***Resumed from the 1487th meeting. 
1 Subsequently circulated as document A/C.5/XX.VI/CRP.56/ 

Add.l. 
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42. Mr. BENNET (New Zealand) said that the annex 45. Mr. MATHESON (Canada) said that the United 
should consist of a statement of arrears of contributions to Nations had no alternative but to begin living within the 
the regular budget. limits imposed by the financial resources available. The 

43. Mr. TURNER (Controller) said that the information 
to be included could also be found in the statement of 
accounts which was issued annually at each session of the 
General Assembly and in documents of the Committee on 
Contributions. If the Committee wished to know the 
current situation, the annex requested would be necessary. 
The financial implications of producing the annex would be 
minimal. 

44. Mr. OEMANN (Denmark) agreed that the first step to 
be taken in dealing with the financial crisis should be to 
urge Member States that were in arrears to pay the 
outstanding amounts of their contributions. He expressed 
reservations on the extraordinary step, mentioned by the 
Controller at the 1487th meeting, of obtaining short-term 
loans from UNDP funds in accordance with General 
Assembly resolution 1341 (XIII), of 13 December 1958. 

practice of deficit financing must clearly be discontinued. 
He shared the reservations of the representative of Denmark 
about borrowing from UNDP, the more so as there was no 
prospect of immediate repayment. The Governing Counci! 
of UNDP might wish to consider the matter at its January 
1972 session. 

46. Mr. NAITO (Japan) said that his delegation, too, had 
reservations about possible borrowing by the United 
Nations from UNDP. In the first instance the matter should 
be very carefully considered by the Governing Council in 
January. His delegation also wished to place on record that 
it had some reservations concerning the proposal in the 
Controller's statement (A/C.5/XXVI/CRP.56) that the net 
surplus of budgetary resources from 1970 and prior years 
should be credited to a special account or to the Working 
Capital Fund instead of being credited to Member States. 

The meeting rose at 1 p,m. 




